
Pauline Tiffen address: B2B (Business To Business) Initiative. 

As part of the “Build Back Fairer” post-pandemic initiative, this novel pilot scheme seeks to 

link local, independent micro-coffee roasters in certain regions of the UK: e.g. Brighton, South 

West England, and Scotland, directly with 6 small Fairtrade coffee producers and growers in 

Central Africa. 

The pilot project involves 3 Fairtrade coffee farms in Rwenzori in S.W. Uganda, and 3 small 

Fairtrade coffee producers in Rwanda. The pandemic and post pandemic period have seen a 

dramatic increase in many local new UK bespoke micro-roasteries emerging. Memorandums 

of Understanding (MoU’s) have been signed for sample shipments of Fairtrade Certified 

coffee by these six producers and micro-roasteries in Scotland, Brighton, and S.W. England. 

The idea is to deal with:- 

A) Local business to local business (Fairtrade) 

B) Reduce the length of the coffee supply chain for the benefit of all parties 

C) Small Fairtrade coffee farmers can then deal directly with the micro-roasteries. 

D) Local farmers supplying local coffee roasters around Fairtrade towns, zones, etc.. 

E) All parties at each end of the supply chain must provide evidence of: - 

 Sustainability 

 Environmentally friendly (green) 

 Fairtrade or ethical sourcing or resourcing 

 Direct dealing between the small coffee grower and the independent roaster. 

Fairtrade are mapping independent businesses across Scotland, SW England, and Brighton 

by acting as a hub; focusing on people, planet, empowerment, and meaningful trading. 

Independent businesses, retailers, shops, cafes, restaurants, and churches are being 

canvased by Fairtrade groups in these regions, to document a list of potential new business 

customers for the locally roasted coffees from the micro-roasteries. Fairtrade Group acts as 

the central hub promoter and advocate. Early days yet, but the system model has enormous 

potential to shorten the length of supply chains between the producer and the consumer. 
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